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parts of America as have not been Europeanized^ as their
sole agricultural implement. Sometimes the digging-stick
is flattened to the shape of a paddle; this form of implement
is apparently confined to Middle America and the Philippine
Islands. Another improved type has a foot-rest; digging-
sticks of this type were used in Middle America and by the
Maoris. In Peru the digging-stick was sometimes given a
bronze point.
The hoe as known to-day is a flat piece of iron, attached
to a wooden shaft5 and used to scrape away grass and similar
vegetation, and to disturb the surface of the soil. The blade
may be at right angles to the haft ('English hoe') or in
prolongation of the haft ('Dutch hoe*). Both types are of
course used in Europe, but elsewhere there is never any
variation from the traditional type. The 'English' type
seems to be universal in West Africa^ and the 'Dutch' in
East Africa. The hoe probably began as a stone implement
in Egypt or Mesopotamia^ but stone seems to have been
replaced by iron before the hoe spread outside that region,,
since bronze hoes seem to be unknown,, and hoes of other
materials seem to be merely a makeshift substitute for iron
ones.
'It is a remarkable and generally unappreciated fact*,
says Forde (H.E.S., p. 432)3 'that hoes with blades of
wood or stone are among the rarest of ethnological speci-
mens5 and that outside the area of the iron hoe, the
primary agricultural implement among the lower cultiva-
tors from Senegal to Indo-China, the digging-stick alone
is found/
The iron hoe is made and used throughout Negro Afiica
ind over a wide area of South-east Asia and Indonesia*  la
&elanesia3 Polynesia, and America nothing that cga be1
>roperly described as a hoe seems t© have bem

